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RCGS: Highlights of Nepal with Javier Frutos
Trip Overview
Journey to the Roof of the World with renowned RCGS photographer and Canadian Geographic Creative Director, Javier Frutos. Nepal has
long drawn in active adventurers and explorers from around the world and this special photographic departure will show you why. From
photographing glaciers in the Alps and penguins in Antarctica to whales in northern Canada, Javier has extensive experience and will be onhand to share the secrets to wildlife and nature photography surrounded by some of the most enchanting scenery in the world.
This all-encompassing adventure brings you to the best of Nepal, from the cultural meccas of Bhaktapur and Kathmandu and the lakeside
town of Pokhara where life takes on a different pace to the incredible wildlife of Chitwan and an introduction to the Annapurnas. Enjoy day
walks through picturesque villages in the Annapurna foothills. Search for tigers, rhinos, crocodiles, and sloth bears during safaris by foot, jeep,
and dugout canoe. Relax by the lake in Pokhara and watch the sunrise over the sacred Fishtail Mountain. Visit medieval Bhaktapur, known
as the best-preserved city in the Kathmandu valley, where local artisans create handmade pottery and monks can be heard chanting in the
streets.
Please note: travelers on this tour must be fully vaccinated against COVID-19 with the last dose having been administered no less than two
weeks prior to travel. The total number of doses must have been given, as required by the vaccine manufacturer (in most cases this is two
doses).

At a Glance
●

7 nights hotels/guesthouses, 2 nights comfortable jungle lodge, 1-night teahouse and 1-night mountain resort, all en suite

●

3 daywalks (low altitude throughout)

●

Group normally 9-16, including RCGS guide and local leader. Min. age 16yrs

●

Travel by private bus, boat, and one internal flight

●

Countries visited: Nepal

Trip Highlights
●

Enjoy magnificent views of the Annapurnas, including sacred
‘Fishtail’ Mountain

●

Explore medieval Bhaktapur, one of the ancient cities of the
Kathmandu Valley

●

Walk through picturesque villages in the Annapurna foothills

●

●

Take a boat across Pokhara’s Phewa Lake and walk to the
World Peace Pagoda

Search for rhinoceros and crocodiles on a jeep safari and
dugout canoe ride in Chitwan

●

Discover all that Nepal has to offer with RCGS photographer
and Canadian Geographic Creative Director, Javier Frutos

Is This Trip for You?
This trip is rated Activity Level 2- Leisurely/Moderate
This trip is graded leisurely/moderate (Activity Level 2) and is a full itinerary with plenty of cultural interaction. There are three short day walks:
the walking is well within the reach of anybody who is reasonably fit, and all the walking is on well-established trails. All walking is at low
altitude (below 2000 meters/6562 feet).
There is free time in Kathmandu and Pokhara with a variety of optional activities to choose from to suit your interests.
There is one long drive, from Kathmandu to Pokhara, which usually takes around seven to eight hours, but this can vary hugely depending on
the road condition and traffic (traffic leaving Kathmandu can be very slow and prolong the journey to ten hours plus).

Group
There is an Exodus desk and noticeboard in the lobby of the Royal Singi Hotel in Kathmandu. The desk is manned morning and evening. Our
representatives will look after your transfers to and from the airport and will be around to answer other questions you may have.
All groups will have a Royal Canadian Geographical Society Guide plus an English-speaking Nepali Tour Leader throughout the trip. All local
Exodus leaders are highly experienced and as well as Exodus leader training courses they are all trained in wilderness first aid.
In Chitwan a naturalist guide will accompany the group on excursions into the jungle.
Adult min age: 16
Min group size: 9
Max group size: 16

ITINERARY
Land Only
Start City: Kathmandu
End City: Kathmandu

Land Only Itinerary
		

Start Kathmandu
The tour starts at the hotel in Kathmandu this afternoon – an airport arrival transfer is included, provided you have supplied
Exodus with your flight details in advance. Upon arrival please check the noticeboard by the Exodus desk in the hotel
reception area for details of where and when your group welcome briefing will be held this evening.
Accommodation: Hotel Royal Singi or similar

		

Drive to lakeside town of Pokhara, gateway to the Annapurna Range
We leave Kathmandu early this morning and drive to Pokhara - traffic leaving Kathmandu can prolong the journey but
once out of Kathmandu city, the journey usually takes around seven hours depending on the road and traffic conditions.
In the afternoon your leader will take you for an orientation walk along the shore of Phewa Lake. Pokhara is a pretty
lakeside resort at the foot of the Annapurna range.
Accommodation: Hotel Lakefront / Hotel Dahlia or similar
Meals included: Breakfast

		

Free day in Pokhara; optional excursion to Sarankot for sunrise
We have the whole day to explore Pokhara. You might like to take a taxi up to the viewpoint at Sarankot for a magnificent sunrise over the whole Annapurna Range. For the energetic, you can ask the hotel for a packed breakfast and then
walk back down to the lakeside from Sarankot (approximately a three hour walk). You can also hire bikes in Pokhara and
cycle along the lakeshore. The Mountain Museum has interesting displays and for those interested, there is also a Gurkha
Museum. You can hire a boat and go boating on the lake and there are some pretty walks around Begnas Lake (another
lake a short distance outside of Pokhara). Your leader will brief you on all the options available and help you organize
transport. If the group want to do different activities today your leader will accom-pany the largest group. There are also
plenty of shops along the lakeside and lots of nice garden restaurants for lunches and dinners. Your leader will also
recommend restaurants and will accompany you to dinner.
Accommodation: Hotel Lakefront / Hotel Dahlia or similar
Meals included: Breakfast

		

Drive to Khare; trek through forest to Australia Camp (1880 meter/6168 feet); afternoon bird watching walk
This morning we drive out of Pokhara to Khare (1.5hrs), from where we walk through lush forests to Australia Camp. The
walk takes us gradually uphill for about 2.5hrs. Australia Camp was originally a clearing in the forest with great mountain
views where trekking groups used to camp. There are now several lodges in the clearing, but the views are still as beautiful.
On a clear day we get magnificent views of Annapurna South, Huinchuli, Machhapuchhare
(‘Fishtail’ Mountain) and Lamjung Himal. We should be at our basic but comfortable lodge by lunchtime and we can spend
the afternoon either admiring the view or your leader will take you on a bird watching walk. This day will give us a taste of
trekking in Nepal. The rooms at the lodge are basic but have attached bathrooms, and there is a decent choice of food.
Accommodation: Australia Camp - teahouse or similar
Meals included: Breakfast

		

Walk through beautiful terraces to Dhampus with magnificent views of Macchapuchhare and the Anna-purnas; return to
Pokhara.
On a clear morning it is well worth getting up early for the spectacular sunrise. After a leisurely breakfast we head to the
neatly laid out terraces of Dhampus. It will take approximately 1.5hrs walking. This village is set on a ridge with magnificent
views of the Annapurnas and Machhapuchhare, the ‘Fishtail’ mountain can be seen as it sits in the middle of the range and
has a very distinctive shape. Considered holy, this mountain cannot be climbed by anyone. From Dhampus we descend on
a stone staircase to Dhampus Phedi where we meet the road and our bus. We drive back to Pokhara and the rest of the
day is free.
Accommodation: Hotel Lakefront / Hotel Dahlia or similar
Meals included: Breakfast

		

Boat across Lake Phewa; short walk to Raniban visiting the World Peace Pagoda en route
We pack up this morning. The bus will take our luggage (and anyone not wanting to walk) to Raniban Retreat, which
overlooks the lake and the mountains. We will take a short boat trip across the lake (approximately half an hour). We then
have quite a steep climb up to the World Peace Pagoda, set on a hill overlooking the lake. From here it’s a short walk to
Raniban Retreat, where we stay tonight. This peaceful guesthouse looks out across the lake and with the Annapurnas as a
backdrop, it makes for a perfect setting to enjoy the sunset and sunrise from the veranda. After lunch, there is the option of an
afternoon walk further up the ridge. There are an amazing number of birds in the forest and we may also be able to visit a
local village house.
Accommodation: Raniban Retreat or similar
Meals included: Breakfast

		

Transfer to Chitwan National Park; afternoon ox-cart ride to a Tharu village
We drive to our jungle lodge in Chitwan (approximately 5.5 hours’ drive), where we spend the next two nights. The drive
will take us back along the road towards Kathmandu. As we leave Pokhara we get our last views of the whole Annapurna
Range. The road winds through small settlements and gives us a great overview of typical middle hill Nepal scenery. At
Mugling (the halfway point between Pokhara and Kathmandu), we turn south and the road winds along the Trisuli River
down to the southern plains and jungles of Nepal. We will reach our lodge in Chitwan around lunchtime and in the
afternoon we meet our naturalist guide and start our jungle activities - activities may be of-fered in a different order
however usually today’s activity will be an ox-cart ride around Tharu Village where and we will witness a traditional Tharu
dance.
Accommodation: Safari Narayani Hotel or similar
Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

		

Jeep safari, dugout canoe ride and birdwatching walk around the Chitwan area
The order of the activities may change but will generally include an early morning birdwatching walk before breakfast.
Before lunch there will be another activity, normally a trip along the Rapti River in a dugout canoe looking for crocodile
and again observing the many birds. Then before dinner we set out on a jeep safari. If we are lucky, we may encounter the
Indian one-horned rhinoceros or some of the several species of deer found here. The safari lodge has knowledgeable and
helpful staff, who accompany us on all the excursions.
Accommodation: Safari Narayani Hotel or similar
Meals included: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

		

Fly to Kathmandu; drive to Mediaeval Bhaktapur
Rise early for a pre-breakfast birdwatching walk. We leave Chitwan after breakfast and catch a morning flight back to
Kathmandu, from where we transfer by road to Bhaktapur. In the afternoon we’ll have an orientation walk around this
Mediaeval town.
Accommodation: Hotel Heritage, Bhaktapur or similar
Meals included: Breakfast

		

Visit Bhaktapur Durbar Square; return to Kathmandu
We spend this morning exploring this wonderful heritage town. Bhaktapur is the most mediaeval of the three cities in the
Kathmandu Valley. It is quieter than Kathmandu and its temples, although there was much destruction from the 2015
earthquake of the surrounding areas, the city center survived fairly well. There are two Durbar (main) Squares with ancient
pagoda style temples. The surrounding narrow streets and potters square are also worth exploring. We have lunch in a
restaurant in the center and late afternoon we drive back to Kathmandu.
Accommodation: Hotel Royal Singi or similar
Meals included: Breakfast

Day 11		

Free to explore Kathmandu; optional scenic Everest flight
The day is free for sightseeing and exploring the temples around Kathmandu. You may wish to visit the monkey temple at
Swayambunath, one of the largest Buddhist Stupas in the world at Bodnath, or the most important Hindu temple in the valley
at Pashupatinath. We have a number of organized sightseeing tours and activities that can
be booked from the hotel in Kathmandu, including an optional Everest sightseeing flight - please see the Optional
Excursions section below for further details.
Accommodation: Hotel Royal Singi or similar
Meals included: Breakfast

		

End Kathmandu
The tour ends after breakfast. An airport departure transfer is included provided you have supplied Exodus with your flight
details in advance.
Meals included: Breakfast

Accommodation
Hotels & Lodges
7 nights hotels/guesthouses, 2 nights comfortable jungle lodge, 1 night teahouse and 1 night mountain resort.
The hotels usually used are listed within the itinerary, however, occasionally these may vary by departure date due to availability.
In Kathmandu we stay at the Hotel Royal Singi (4-star local rating), which has been recently refurbished. It is well located within walking
distance of Thamel, the Garden of Dreams, and a local market (Durbar Marg). There’s a large lobby with comfortable seating, an outdoor
courtyard, a bar, restaurant and coffee shop. Complimentary Wi-Fi is available throughout the hotel. The rooms are a good size and are well
appointed.
In Pokhara and Bhaktapur we use guesthouses with twin-bedded rooms and en suite bathrooms.
We spend a night at Raniban Retreat, excellently located on a hilltop above the World Peace Pagoda, overlooking Lake Phewa and the
Annapurna Mountain Range. The restaurant has magnificent views on a clear day. The twin-share rooms are en suite and there is free Wi-Fi.
We get a taste of teahouse trekking, which Nepal is so famous for, and spend a night in a lodge at Australia Camp. Located in a clear-ing on
a hillside, this lodge offers fine views of the Himalaya. Although relatively basic, all rooms have en suite facilities.
In Chitwan we stay in a comfortable jungle lodge (usually Safari Narayani Hotel) in twin-bedded huts with en suite bathrooms.
Extra Accommodation
If you require any additional accommodation in Kathmandu either before or after the tour, we can book this for you (subject to avail-ability),
please enquire with your Sales Consultant.
Single Accommodation
If you would like a single room, please request this at the time of booking. Single supplements are subject to availability and are not available
at Raniban Retreat or Australia Camp.
Where a single supplement is available, paying for a single only guarantees a room for single use. It does not always mean a twin or double
room will be provided for sole occupancy.
Single supplement from 817 CAD/624 USD/492 GBP

Food & Transport
Eating & Drinking
Breakfasts are mostly continental buffet style or set menus typically including fruit juice, cereal, toast, eggs, tea and coffee. In Chitwan, all meals
are provided and comprise a mix of Nepali and Continental food, available from the lunch/dinner buffet.
Dhal bhat is the staple diet in Nepal and comes in many different forms but generally comprises some curried lentil dhal and meat or
vegetables, some rice, and a pickle/chutney. ‘Momos’, a type of Nepalese dumpling filled with meat or vegetables, steamed or fried, are also
a delicious snack or starter.
Please allow 34-42 CAD/36-32 USD/20-25 GBP per day for lunches and dinners that are not included.
Drinking Water
Staying hydrated is important when traveling, especially in hot weather. We encourage you to avoid buying bottled water whenever possible
to minimize the amount of single-use plastic that you leave behind.
Most hotels will give you a complimentary bottle of water in the room and they will all provide cold water free of charge if requested. Although
this should not be drunk untreated, we recommend that you bring a reusable bottle with a wide opening (Nalgene or similar) with you and use
a SteriPEN or another form of purification to treat it with. A SteriPEN is a handheld UV water purifier – small, light-weight and battery powered
so easy to pack.
SteriPENs are widely stocked on Amazon and other online retailers; look for the latest models and those with lithium batteries.
Transportation
A private minibus is used for the main road journeys to Pokhara, from Pokhara to Chitwan, and throughout the tour. One internal flight is
included to avoid some of the roads that are in poor condition.
Flying in Nepal
Many of our holidays in Nepal use domestic flights. The mountainous terrain is often subject to changeable weather which makes flying
conditions complex. In addition, the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) of Nepal does not operate to the same standards as those
of western nations. The EU has recently chosen to highlight the relatively poor safety record in Nepal, and as of December 2013, all Nepalese
registered airlines have been included on the EU ‘Banned list’ preventing them from flying in EU airspace. While no Nepal-ese-registered
airlines currently fly within the EU, the EU has instigated this ban to encourage the CAA of Nepal to tighten its systems governing Nepalese
aviation. Flying within Nepal is, therefore, a known risk and the current travel advice issued by the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office
provides an overview which we encourage you to read.
In response to general concerns over this safety record, Exodus asked independent air safety experts to visit Nepal on our behalf to assess the
suitability of the available carriers. Following these comprehensive audits (undertaken approximately every two years), Exodus decided to
restrict our use of airlines to only those approved as part of the most recent audit. It remains our firm policy to only use these approved carriers
for our customers and further audits will take place regularly. For emergency situations, we also have an approved list of helicopter companies
for our use. Exodus is supportive of the EU’s move to put pressure on the CAA of Nepal in this way. We are hopeful that, alongside our own risk
control measures, this will make a difference to all who fly in Nepal. Please consider the information above when deciding to book this holiday.

Weather & Seasonality
When to go
We only operate trips to Nepal during the dry season, from mid-September until mid-May (although in some years the monsoon can continue
into the start of October). During these months daytime temperatures are generally comfortable, the sky is clear much of the time and rain is an
occasional occurrence. Day temperatures will vary from 10-30°C/ 50-86°F in the Kathmandu Valley.
The dry season can be further divided into three main seasons, each with different characteristics and weather patterns.

Weather Information
This special Royal Canadian Geographic Society departure runs in spring:
Spring/Pre-monsoon: March to May. Both day and night temperatures will be much hotter in general, but haze will often build up in the afternoons
and there can be some rain. It is hot in the lowlands and temperatures rise to 30-35°C/86-95°F. Flowers bloom in this season and this is one of the
reasons people chose to travel to Nepal in spring. Chitwan will be very hot in the daytime and mild in the evenings.
Please remember that in any mountain area the weather is never wholly predictable, and you should be prepared and equipped to deal with
any differences in weather beyond the conditions described above.

Joining Instructions
Traveling land only: 12 days starting and ending in Kathmandu
Your trip normally starts at our accommodation in Kathmandu in the afternoon of Day 1 of the itinerary. Details of how to reach the start point
are provided in the Final Joining Instructions - sent approximately two weeks before departure.
As advice about luggage allowances for both hand and hold luggage is subject to change, we suggest you check the airline’s website for the
latest information prior to your departure. The usual, standard check-in baggage weight allowance is 20kg/44lbs.
Free Transfers
Exodus offers FREE airport arrival and departure transfers on any flight for this trip. Unless specified otherwise, the transfer will be
to the Exodus start (or pre-tour) hotel and from the end (or post-tour) hotel, and will be on the date on which the tour starts/ends; transfers to
other hotels in the same city and/or on different dates may attract an extra charge. Transfers may be shared with other Exodus customers on the
same flight, or on a flight with similar arrival times. All those taking advantage of the free airport transfers must provide full flight details for both
arrival and departure in advance.
Full joining instructions including local emergency numbers will be sent to you as part of our Final Joining Instructions. If you do not receive these
at least a week before departure or require them earlier, please contact our office or your travel agent.
Transfers Details
The cost of a taxi is likely to be about 10 CAD/8 USD/6 GBP should you decide to make your way independently.
Location start: Kathmandu
Location end: Kathmandu

What to Take
Essential Equipment
If you are taking battery or power banks with you, these must be stored in your hand luggage on international flights via Delhi as these are
combustible items and if detected in your hold baggage they may be confiscated or destroyed.
Please note that many Nepalis are still traditional in the way they dress, and we ask you to dress conservatively. Sleeveless tops should be
avoided, and tight revealing clothing is not recommended. Although shorts are acceptable in the hills, they should be very modest and reach
the knees and for women a below-the-knee skirt or trousers are preferable.
●

Waterproof jacket

●

Lightweight walking boots or walking shoes

●

Walking socks

●

Sandals/running shoes for the evenings, Chitwan

●

Hat and gloves

●

Mid layer (fleece)

●

Shirts/t-shirts/base layers

●

Light to mid-weight pants

●

Long shorts or a skirt for women if preferred

●

Dull/neutral colored clothing for Chitwan

●

Sunhat, sunglasses, sunscreen and lip chap with sun protection

●

Daypack

●

Water bottle (minimum 1 liter/34 ounce) and water purification treatment

●

Travel towel (for Australia Camp)

●

Toilet paper (for Australia Camp)

Optional Equipment
●

Flashlight

●

Trekking pole(s) for the walks

●

Water treatment/SteriPEN

●

Hand washing gel

●

Biodegradable soap/shampoo

●

Sheet liner (although there are blankets provided at the trekking lodge you may want to bring your own sheet or fleece liner)

There is a left luggage store in the hotels in Kathmandu and Pokhara where bags can be left free of charge.
Donations for porters and schools
If while packing you find a spare bit of space in your bag, please note we have a Porter Clothing Bank in Kathmandu. If you have any old
walking gear you no longer need bring it with you and give to your leader or leave at the Exodus desk in Kathmandu.
We also support children in schools in Kathmandu and in villages. If you have room for any of the following items they would be appreciated:
children’s books for 5-18 year-olds, notebooks, pens, crayons, boys and girls socks or underwear, shampoo, conditioner, toothpaste and
toothbrushes, children’s hats and gloves, baby clothes, lightweight wooden games such as chess, solitaire. The above items can be taken to the
Ambassador Garden Home in Thamel and given to Prakash Lammichanne. Contact No: +977 1 4700724.
Internal Flights Weight Limit
Internal flights are subject to a weight limit of 15kg/33lbs plus 5kg/11lb hand luggage.

Reading List
Maps
National Geographic Nepal Travel Maps International: Nepal

Practical Information
Passport
All nationalities require a full passport that must be valid for six months beyond the intended length of stay. It is your responsibility to have the
correct personal documents and to obtain your own visa, if one is necessary, in accordance with the regulations of the country you are to visit.
Visa
Visa regulations can change without notice: please check the current regulations in good time to obtain a visa if one is required. Countryspecific travel visa information can be found by using the links below.
The current cost of a visa on arrival is $30 USD for 15 days, $50 USD for 30 days, or if extending your stay $125 USD for 90 days. All are
multiple entry. The visa on arrival fee can be paid for in cash in USD, GPB OR EUR. Application forms are available in the immigration

hall (or for electronic passports, there are visa registration machines which, after inserting your passport, automatically fill out a form for you. You
must first join the line to pay the visa fee and then go to the relevant immigration desk to obtain your 15, 30 or 90-day visa stamp. If you use the
paper form to obtain a visa on arrival then you will also need one passport photo (a photo is not required if you use the electronic registration
machines but we recommend you bring one with you anyway in case, for any reason, the machines cannot read your passport). There can be
long lines for visas on arrival.
Please note that visa regulations can change without notice: please check the current regulations in good time if you plan on obtain-ing a visa in
advance.
CA citizens: https://travel.gc.ca/destinations/nepal
US citizens: https://travel.state.gov/content/travel/en/international-travel/International-Travel-Country-Information-Pages/Nepal.html UK citizens:
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/nepal

Vaccinations
Nepal
There are no mandatory vaccination requirements. Recommended vaccinations are: Polio, Tetanus, Diphtheria, Typhoid, Hepatitis A.
There is low to no risk of malaria throughout Nepal and antimalarial tablets are not usually advised although may be considered for certain
higher risk groups; you may wish to consult your GP or travel health clinic for further advice. The risk is highest in the low lying southern ‘terai’
districts bordering India.
A yellow fever certificate is only required if traveling from a country with risk of yellow fever transmission or for travelers having tran-sited for
more than 12 hours through a country with risk of transmission.
Dengue fever is a known risk in Nepal. It is a tropical viral disease spread by daytime biting mosquitoes. There is currently no vaccine or
prophylaxis available for Dengue, and therefore the best form of prevention is to avoid being bitten. We recommend you take the usual
precautions to avoid mosquito bites.
Most of our trips to Nepal go to high altitudes where there is a risk of being affected by Acute Mountain Sickness. Our itineraries are designed
to enable everyone to acclimatise to these altitudes, but you should be aware that it is still possible for you to be affected. Please refer to the
Altitude Warning within the Trip Notes for further advice on AMS.
Travel health can often be something people forget about before going away, but a little preparation and knowledge can go a long way to
help you stay fit and healthy while abroad.
Dengue fever and/or Chikungunya are known risks in places visited on this trip. Both are tropical viral diseases spread by daytime bit-ing
mosquitoes. There is currently no vaccine or prophylaxis available for either and therefore the best form of prevention is to avoid being bitten.
We recommend you take the usual precautions to avoid mosquito bites.
The above information can change at short notice; as we are not qualified to answer all your questions about travel health, we strongly
recommend you contact your Medical Professional or a Travel Health Clinic at least eights weeks prior to departure for up-to-date information.
Please note: vaccinations that are routinely recommended to residents of the UK, North America or Australasia are not considered to form part
of the travel health advice, and you should ensure these are kept up to date where necessary.
Insurance - are you adequately covered?
It is a condition of joining any of our holidays that you must be fully insured against medical and personal accident risks (to include repatriation
costs and air ambulance or helicopter rescue services where appropriate). On arrival in destination for your trip, you will be asked to present
details to your leader or local representative of your policy.

Local Time
Nepal’s Timezone: Asia/Kathmandu +0545 (GMT +05:45)

Electricity
Nepal’s Electricity: 230V, 50Hz. Mains electric ‘load shedding’ (planned temporary power-cuts) occurs regularly throughout towns and cities in
Nepal. On teahouse treks the majority of lodges now have electricity and charging facilities in the communal areas for batteries, for a fee (around
Rs150-350 per hour). Battery life can be affected by cold - lithium batteries are best.

Money
The national currency of Nepal is the Nepalese Rupee (NPR).
It is illegal to import or export rupees, but foreign currency is not limited, provided it is declared on arrival.
Keep your change receipts, as you will need them if you want to change rupees back into hard currency at Kathmandu airport.
ATM Availability
There are ATM machines in Kathmandu and Pokhara. Please do not rely wholly on ATMs as many are broken or run out of money and many have a
limit of less than 175 CAD/130 USD/100 GBP which you can withdraw at any one time. Please notify your bank before you travel.
We recommend you bring most of your money in cash and change it at the airport on arrival.
Credit cards are accepted in many of the larger shops and restaurants in Kathmandu, Pokhara and Bhaktapur.
Extra Expenses & Spending Money
It is illegal to import or export rupees, but foreign currency is not limited, provided it is declared on arrival. We recommend taking your personal
spending money in cash (USD, GBP and EUR can all be changed easily). Please note GBP50 notes or any Scottish or Irish Currency cannot be
changed in Nepal. Cash can be changed easily at the airport on arrival in Kathmandu or at the money changers in the Thamel area of
Kathmandu. Please note that travelers cheques can NOT be exchanged in Nepal.
Keep your change receipts, as you will need them if you want to change rupees back into hard currency at Kathmandu airport.
It is possible most days (including during the trek) to buy things like beer, soft drinks, and snacks. Please allow a few pounds extra each day for
these. Pokhara, Bhaktapur and Kathmandu both have a wealth of souvenir shops.
Optional Excursions
We have various sightseeing tours on offer to make the most of your free time in Kathmandu. Prices for a full day sightseeing tour which includes
the three major temples in the Kathmandu Valley start at around 44 CAD/33USD/25 GBP per person, based on a group of six and above.
For all trips we include transport there and back and a qualified sightseeing guide. The cost does not include lunch or entry fees. Your leader
will have more details and can arrange these for you.
An optional Everest sightseeing flight is available in Kathmandu. The cost and timings of this tour is provided locally by your leader. Anyone
taking any internal sightseeing flight should note flying within Nepal is a known risk, you should be aware that safety stan-dards are below
those of western nations and the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) provides an overview of the current situation which we
encourage you to read. The FCO advice includes a mention of the EU decision, taken in December 2013 to include all Nepalese registered
carriers on their list of ‘Banned Airlines’ restricting them from flying to, or within the EU.

Tipping
Tipping is of course entirely at your discretion, but it is customary in Asia. Tipping can be an awkward affair especially when you are not familiar
with the country. Your leader will help with tipping and will provide a list of suggested tips, including tips for drivers, hotel porters and other hotel
staff, local sightseeing guides and so on. Sometimes your leader will collect a group tipping kitty (occasionally for very small groups the leader
may need to collect a little more than the suggested amount). We suggest you allow approximately 87 CAD/65 USD/50 GBP per person for
this trip.
Tipping of the leader is not included in the above and is at your discretion. However, to show appreciation to your tour leader a tip of

around 17-35 CAD/13-26 USD/10-20 GBP per person for the tour (depending on group size) would be most welcome.
Based on the above distributions, you should allow approximately 104-122 CAD/78-91 USD/60-70 GBP per person in total for all tips for
the tour duration. Please try to give tips in local currency if possible. Tipping your RCGS Quest host is not necessary.

Responsible Tourism
At Exodus we believe in the power of Responsible Travel
Exodus has a longstanding relationship with our local partner in Nepal, having worked with the family business, passed from father to son, for
over 30 years. We employ local leaders, guides and staff throughout and work with family-run hotels, such as the Hotel Royal Singi wherever
possible.
Exodus has set up and supported many projects in Nepal over the decades, from installing solar cookers and donating smokeless stoves (a
safer means of cooking, which helps prevent eye and lung problems), to supporting a tree nursery in Braga (in the Annapur-nas) and helping
supply water and hydro-electric power to several villages.
Following the 2015 Nepal earthquake, Exodus’ emergency fundraising appeal raised over a quarter of a million pounds thanks to our loyal
customers and friends. This enabled us to provide emergency relief (shelters, food and medical supplies), to rebuild homes
and schools, and to run a medical camp in spring 2016 in the remote village of Thulopatel in partnership with volunteers from Nepal Medical
College. Over 1,500 patients from rural communities were treated for a variety of ailments, to whom medical facilities are not normally readily
available. Many of our previous projects (both water pipes and stoves) were damaged in the earthquake - in 2017 we replaced many of
these.
Exodus also worked with Health Partnership Nepal and sponsored their medical camp in Charikot in 2017 as well as sponsoring 1000
Freedom Kits (providing sanitary wear) for women in Nepal – a project which we continue to support.
If visiting Chitwan National Park, we note that Exodus strongly advises against elephant-riding in line with our animal welfare policy.

Important Information
On all guided trips
Although our leaders are well trained to deal with different capabilities, if they have any concerns about someone’s ability to safely partake in
an activity, or their impact on other people’s enjoyment, we authorize them to take necessary action which, in some circum-stances, may involve
asking someone to miss that activity.
Although rarely enforced, by booking this trip you agree to section 16 of our Booking Conditions which clearly states that our leaders have the
authority to do this. In these circumstances we will ensure anyone sitting out is safely provided for and offered alternative options where
possible. Refunds will not be provided for activities missed and customers may be liable for additional costs incurred.
On all trips
In booking this trip you should be confident in your ability to participate in all activities described in these Trip Notes. If you have any doubt
about your suitability you should call the Exodus office and ask to speak to one of the experts on this itinerary.
In an emergency, please contact us using our 24-hour number at +44 (0) 844 326 7041.
Every time that you travel abroad you should take the time to read the warnings in the essential information in the brochure.
Full joining instructions including local emergency numbers, and details of how to reach the start point, will be sent to you approx-imately two to
three weeks prior to departure. If you do not receive these at least a week before departure or require them earlier, please contact our office or
your travel agent.
The information in these Trip Notes is given in good faith. Where differences exist between the Trip Notes and our current brochure or website,
the Trip Notes supersede the brochure and website. All holidays can be subject to unexpected changes; in order to enjoy them you should be
prepared to be flexible where necessary. Occasionally, as stated in our brochure, it may not be possible to follow the itinerary as planned. This
may be for a variety of reasons - climatic, political, physical or other. In these circumstances we will make
the best possible alternative arrangements that maintain the integrity of the original itinerary.

